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Long-held myths defining the sources of and cures for crime are shattered in this ground-breaking

book--and a chilling profile of today's criminal emerges.
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Long-held myths defining the sources of and cures for crime are shattered in this ground-breaking

book--and a chilling profile of today's criminal emerges. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

STANTON E. SAMENOW PhD, is a clinical psychologist who has spent 40 years as a researcher,

clinician, consultant, and expert witness specializing in criminal behavior. He has also served as an

independent evaluator in adversarial child custody disputes and has been appointed to three

presidential task forces on law enforcement, victims' rights, and a drug-free America. Among

numerous other national venues, he has appeared on 60 Minutes, Oprah, Good Morning America,

and Larry King Live. In addition to Inside the Criminal Mind he is the author of Before It's Too Late

and Straight Talk About Criminals.

Dr. Stanton Samenow is a student of Dr. Sam Yochelson. Since 1961 they have interviewed and

evaluated thousands of incarcerated criminals. They present an entirely new way of working with

and understanding criminals. The reader is forced to let go of time held notions of rehabilitation and



reasons people turn to crime.A.A.

I highly recommend Dr. SamenowÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s revised and updated edition of

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Inside the Criminal Mind.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• In the thirty years since the first edition,

we have experienced school shootings, acts of terrorism, the impact of the internet and an increase

in drug use. Dr. Samenow supports his message by citing numerous examples of criminal behavior

and the excuses for the behavior, and reduces them to ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Errors in

Thinking.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Even if you have read the first edition, this is a well worth reading.

Very careful package. Perfect.

This is a jurney into the criminal mind. After every horrendous act the "why" question erupts. This

book has answered, in large part, that question.

Finally, to have read a book about criminality by someone who has looked at it so long and hard that

his own presuppositions were pushed aside and the hard truth revealed to him.

Dr. Samenow has written a concise summary of the psychopathic character. As a practitioner, I

have found it to be helpful in categorizing the criminal clients I evaluate. It also would be helpful for

social workers and educators. It is easily understood because of the level at which it is written.

Overall, this is a very useful guide to understanding criminality, its sources and its manifestations.

Great book! Really gives an inside look into how some people think, not just the worst of the worst,

but anyone that makes poor choices. Wonderfully written for anyone without an extensive

knowledge in psychology. May be a little dull if you study psychology, but still very informative.

This book gives the most complete look into the REASON for crime that I have ever studied or read!

Eye opening to say the very least. A must read for parents who want to instill positive change in the

life of their child or for oneself!!!
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